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Abstract—Efficient adaptation to channel bandwidth is broadly
required for effective streaming video over the Internet. To
address this requirement, a novel seamless switching scheme
among scalable video bitstreams is proposed in this paper. It
can significantly improve the performance of video streaming
over a broad range of bit rates by fully taking advantage of
both the high coding efficiency of nonscalable bitstreams and the
flexibility of scalable bitstreams, where small channel bandwidth
fluctuations are accommodated by the scalability of a single
scalable bitstream, whereas large channel bandwidth fluctuations
are tolerated by flexible switching between different scalable
bitstreams. Two main techniques for switching between video
bitstreams are proposed in this paper. Firstly, a novel coding
scheme is proposed to enable drift-free switching at any frame
from the current scalable bitstream to one operated at lower rates
without sending any overhead bits. Secondly, an switching-frame
coding scheme is proposed to greatly re-duce the number of extra
bits needed for switching from the current scalable bitstream to
one operated at higher rates. Compared with existing approaches,
such as switching between nonscalable bitstreams and streaming
with a single scalable bitstream, our experimental results clearly
show that the proposed scheme brings higher efficiency and more
flexibility in video streaming.

Index Terms—Bitstream switching, fine granularity scalable
video coding, scalable video coding, SP frame, video streaming.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO THE explosive growth and great success of the
Internet, as well as the increasing demands on video ser-

vices, streaming video over the Internet has drawn tremendous
attention in both academia and industry [1]. In contrast to down-
load mode video services, where bitstreams are first downloaded
completely over the Internet and then played back at the client,
video streaming enables users to experience a presentation on
the fly while it is being downloaded through the Internet. In
virtue of the streaming techniques, users no longer have to suffer
from long and even unacceptable transfer time for full down-
load [2]–[4]. However, the Internet, which was initially designed
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for data transmission and communication among computers,
is inherently a heterogeneous and dynamic network. For ex-
ample, the channel bandwidth may fluctuate in a wide range
from below 64 kbps to well above 1 Mbps. This brings great
challenges to the present video coding and streaming technolo-
gies in providing a smooth playback experience and best video
quality available to the users. In response to such challenges, a
variety of techniques on coding and/or streaming [3]–[7] have
been proposed to enhance video streaming services. Two major
approaches, namely, switching among multiple nonscalable bit-
streams and streaming with a single scalable bitstream, have
been extensively investigated in recent years.

A. Switching Among Multiple Nonscalable Bitstreams

In this approach, a video sequence is compressed into several
nonscalable bitstreams at different bit rates. Channel bandwidth
variation is adapted by dynamically switching among these bit-
streams. Because of the temporal prediction, switching at a pre-
dictive frame would result in different references at the encoder
and the decoder, and such a mismatch would bring the so called
drifting error which would propagate to subsequent frames until
the prediction chain is cut, for example, by an I frame. In order to
achieve drift-free switching, some special frames, known as key
frames, are coded either without temporal prediction or with an
extra switching bitstream [8]–[11]. They provide access points
to accomplish the switching.

When nonpredictive frames, which are usually I frames, are
periodically inserted into every nonscalable bitstream as key
frames, switching is performed by properly selecting a non-
scalable bitstream according to the available channel bandwidth
and by delivering the key frame of the selected bitstream in-
stead of the current one. Subsequently, the selected bitstream
is transmitted to the client. Obviously, the larger the number
of nonscalable bitstreams and key frames, the more flexible
this approach in terms of bandwidth adaptation is. In general,
increasing the number of nonscalable bitstreams is limited by
the storage and management capabilities of the server. When a
change in channel bandwidth is detected, the required switching
cannot be accomplished until the arrival of a key frame to avoid
frame-drops and to enable drift-free switching. However, fre-
quently inserting key frames into nonscalable bitstreams would
greatly degrade the coding efficiency since no temporal corre-
lation is exploited in key-frame coding. In addition, since the
bitstream size of a compressed key-frame is far larger than that
of a normal predictive frame at the same decoded quality level,
long transmission latency and even network congestion may
arise especially when the channel bandwidth drops. In this case,
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Fig. 1. Switching from Bitstream 1 to Bitstream 2 through SP frames.

sending more data would further deteriorate the network condi-
tions. Thus, the approach of switching among nonscalable bit-
streams, using key frames, only provides coarse and lagged ca-
pability in adapting to channel bandwidth variations.

Drift-free switching among nonscalable bitstreams through
predictive frames has also been investigated in recent years.
Since a predictive frame is always coded using the prediction
from the previous reconstructed reference, without any special
treatment, switching between bitstreams at such a frame would
lead to drifting errors due to the mismatch of the reconstructed
references. One way to solve such a problem is to losslessly
compress the difference between two reconstructed references
into an extra bitstream at the switching points [8]. Obviously,
this would not normally affect the coding efficiency of a non-
scalable bitstream even though an extra bitstream is associated
with each predictive frame at the server. However, whenever
switching is requested, the extra bitstream must be sent to the
client and unfortunately, it also brings huge and often unaccept-
able additional overhead bits.

In addition, Farber et al. first proposed a special predictive
frame called the S frame to achieve switching among nonscal-
able bitstreams at predictive frames in [9]. But it was shown that
S-frames tend to drift, and in order to keep drifting error within
a small scale, S-frame size has to be considerably large. On the
other hand, a technique which supports drifting-free switching
at predictive frames has also been proposed to the JVT stan-
dard in [10], [11] and accepted as a new picture type, the SP
frame [12]. Like the normal predictive frame, an SP frame ex-
ploits temporal redundancy using motion compensated predic-
tive coding while allowing identical reconstruction of the frame
even when different reference frames are used. Fig. 1 illustrates
the process of switching from one nonscalable bitstream to an-
other through SP frames. Two bitstreams, Bitstream 1 and Bit-
stream 2, are generated at different bit rates. The frames at
and are coded as normal predictive frames in both Bit-
stream 1 and Bitstream 2. , and at time are coded as
SP frames, where an access point is provided for switching from
Bitstream 1 to Bitstream 2 and vice versa. Because of the tem-
poral prediction, SP frames can provide more switching points
than I frames with same or similar coding efficiency. However,
the size of an S12 bitstream is still similar to that of an I frame.
When switching to bitstreams at lower bit rates, which means
the networks already get congested, sending such a great amount
of overhead bits in S12 may further deteriorate the networks.
Therefore, the SP frame only partially solves the problems that
exist in the approach of switching among multiple nonscalable

bitstreams. For simplicity, the SP method proposed in [10], [11]
is denoted as Org SP in this paper hereafter.

B. Streaming With a Single Scalable Bitstream

In this approach, a video sequence is compressed into a single
scalable bitstream, which can be truncated flexibly to adapt to
channel bandwidth variation. Among numerous scalable coding
techniques, MPEG-4 fine granularity scalable (FGS) coding has
become prominent due to its fine-grain scalability [5], [13], [14].
In MPEG-4 FGS, a video sequence is represented by two layers
of bitstreams, namely, the base layer bitstream and the enhance-
ment layer bitstream. The base layer bitstream is coded with
nonscalable coding techniques, whereas the enhancement layer
bitstream is generated by coding the difference between the
original image and the reconstructed base layer image using the
bit-plane coding technique in [15]. Since the enhancement layer
bitstream can be truncated arbitrarily in any frame, MPEG-4
FGS provides a nice capability in readily and precisely adapting
to channel bandwidth variation. However, its motion prediction
is always based on the lowest quality base layer. As a result, low
coding efficiency is a major disadvantage that prevents MPEG-4
FGS from being widely deployed in video streaming applica-
tions.

The progressive FGS (PFGS) coding scheme [16], [17] is
a significant improvement over MPEG-4 FGS by introducing
two prediction loops with different quality references. Unlike
MPEG-4 FGS, the PFGS scheme can use a reconstruction at
the enhancement layer as a reference. Because the quality of
a reconstructed frame is higher at the enhancement layer than
at the base layer, the PFGS scheme provides more accurate
motion prediction than MPEG-4 FGS, thus improving the
coding efficiency. Since the enhancement layer reference may
not be always available at the decoder, this would inevitably
cause some drifting errors at lower enhancement bit rates. To
solve this problem, macroblock-based PFGS (MBPFGS) [18]
provides a good tradeoff between coding efficiency improve-
ment and drifting error reduction by optimally selecting the
reference of the enhancement layer at macroblock level. The
experimental results in [18] show that MBPFGS can outper-
form MPEG-4 FGS up to 2 dB, while the drifting errors at
lower enhancement bit rates are still much limited. In addition,
RFGS proposed in [19] also presents a similar performance
with two-loop prediction and drifting attenuation techniques.
However, since only one high-quality reference is used in
the enhancement layer coding, most coding efficiency gain
appears within a certain bit-rate range around the high-quality
reference. Generally, with today’s technologies, there is still a
coding efficiency loss in scalable coding schemes as compared
with the nonscalable schemes over a broad range of bit rates.

C. Seamless Switching Scheme Among Scalable Bitstreams

This paper proposes a seamless switching scheme among
scalable bitstreams to significantly improve the efficiency of
video streaming over a broad range of bit rates. Here, the
seamless switching implies three meanings.

1) The quality in each scalable bitstream is smooth without
the so-called quality cliff-off phenomenon.
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2) The switching among scalable bitstreams is drifting-free.
3) Immediately switching from the current scalable bit-

stream to one operated at lower rates is allowed without
any delay.

In the proposed scheme, each scalable bitstream has a base layer
encoded at a different bit rate and can better adapt to channel
bandwidth variation within a certain range of bit rates. If the
channel bandwidth is out of this range, the scalable bitstream can
be seamlessly switched from one to another with higher coding
efficiency. A real-life analogy of this approach is very similar to
changing gears when driving a car at different speeds. We will
refer to switching from a scalable bitstream operated at lower bit
rates to one operated at higher bit rates as switching up and the
reverse process as switching down hereafter in this paper.

The key issue in this paper is how to flexibly and efficiently
perform switching up and down among scalable bitstreams. Due
to different channel conditions, the requirements for switching
up and switching down are also quite different. When channel
bandwidth somehow drops, the server has to rapidly switch from
one bitstream at high bit rate to another at low bit rate to reduce
the packet loss ratio and to maintain smooth video playback.
Therefore, the technique for switching down should satisfy two
basic requirements: 1) the scalable bitstreams could be switched
down at any frame and 2) overhead bits should be avoided during
switching down because they will increase the network traffic
and may further deteriorate network conditions. Therefore,
a novel technique is proposed in this paper for flexibly and
efficiently switching down between scalable bitstreams.

When channel bandwidth increases, a delay is usually needed
for the server to make a reliable decision for switching up.
Moreover, it is also acceptable to transmit additional bits in this
case. Therefore, the method of associating an extra bitstream
with every switching point is adopted in the proposed scheme
for switching up. As we mentioned above, in order to prevent
drifting errors, the extra bitstream has to be generated by loss-
lessly coding the mismatch between the reconstructed frames
with different bitstreams. However, such a method may suffer
from a large amount of overhead bits whenever a switching up
is requested. To greatly reduce the number of overhead bits, a
new technique referred to as switching frame (SF) is proposed
in this paper for switching up. The SF scheme is similar to but
different from the Org SP scheme in JVT standard.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an
overview of the proposed seamless switching scheme. The
techniques for switching down and switching up are discussed in
details in Sections III and IV, respectively. Example encoder and
decoder for the seamless switching scheme with two MBPFGS
bitstreams are described in Section V. Experimental results are
given in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

II. THE PROPOSED SEAMLESS SWITCHING SCHEME

To address the different requirements on switching up and
switching down, the proposed scheme for seamless switching
among scalable bitstreams is discussed in this section. For sim-
plicity, the proposed scheme with two scalable bitstreams is de-
picted in Fig. 2. The upper one outlined by the dot-and-dash box
is the scalable bitstream with higher bit rate base layer, ref-
erenced as SB-H; whereas the corresponding lower one is the

Fig. 2. Proposed scheme of seamless switching between scalable bitstreams.

scalable bitstream with lower bit rate base layer, referenced
as SB-L. In general, the base layer bitstream has to be completely
transmitted to the client. That is, the bit rate of the base layer is
the lower bound of channel bandwidth covered by a scalable
bitstream. The enhancement layer bitstream can be transmitted
partially according to the available channel bandwidth, as de-
picted in Fig. 2, where the shadow regions at the enhancement
layer indicate the actual transmitted parts.

Assume that channel bandwidth variation in a certain appli-
cation is from to . Obviously, should be no more
than the minimum channel bandwidth, i.e., . is
somewhere between and . It is recommended that
is selected around thus approximately cov-
ering the whole range of channel bandwidth with two scalable
bitstreams. Although the bit rate of each enhancement layer bit-
stream can be truncated up to , it is not necessary in the
proposed switching scheme. The maximum bit rate covered by
SB-L is recommended to be slightly higher than . With these
two scalable bitstreams, any desired bit rate within the band-
width range can be achieved by selecting the proper scalable
bitstream and truncating the enhancement layer bitstream. To
be more specific, if the available channel bandwidth is less than

, then SB-L is sent to the client; otherwise SB-H is sent.
The solid lines with solid arrows between two frames indicate

motion prediction loops. In the advanced FGS coding technolo-
gies (e.g., PFGS and RFGS), the enhancement layer can be pre-
dicted from the reconstructed base layer, the reconstructed en-
hancement layer, or even the combination of them as proposed
in [20], [21]. On the other hand, in the MPEG-4 FGS, the en-
hancement layer is predicted only from the base layer. Any cor-
ruptions at the enhancement layer bitstream, such as bitstream
truncation, packet losses and transmitted errors, can be recov-
ered automatically in the frames followed. This is an important
feature provided by all FGS coding schemes. This is not the case
for the base layer, however, where obviously any corruption or
error could have a severe impact in the decoded video quality.
Therefore, the key problem in the proposed seamless switching
scheme is how to efficiently switch up and down among scal-
able bitstreams without introducing any drifting errors into the
base layer.
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As shown by the dashed lines with solid arrows from SB-H
to SB-L in Fig. 2, the proposed scheme can switch down at any
frame without additional bits. In other words, when a switching
down is requested due to channel bandwidth drop, the proposed
scheme does not have to know whether the current frame is an
I frame or not and can immediately transmit another scalable
bitstream in the next frame. It is one of the most desirable fea-
tures in the video streaming applications. However, in order to
eliminate drifting errors, the reconstructed base layer in SB-L
has to be always identical regardless of switching down or not.
The proposed scheme actually generates the two related base
layers for this purpose. First, motion vectors are estimated in
SB-H and are applied to both SB-H and SB-L. Second, the quan-
tization information of SB-L is coded in SB-H bitstream. Finally,
the video frames to be encoded at the base layer of SB-L are
the reconstructed base layer frames from SB-H instead of the
original video. Therefore, when decoding the SB-H base layer
at the decoder, a “transcoding-like” process is going on simul-
taneously in the decoder to regenerate exactly the same SB-L
base layer that has been encoded at the encoder with the quanti-
zation parameters and motion vectors transmitted with the SB-H
bitstream. The identical reconstruction technique for switching
down is discussed in details in the Section III.

Different from switching down, when switching up, the iden-
tical reconstruction of the base layer is guaranteed by using an
additional bitstream. Since a delay is usually needed for the
server to make a reliable decision for switching up, the proposed
scheme may insert switching points periodically in the coded
video sequence, such as at the third and th frames indicated
in Fig. 2. The reconstructed SB-L base layer together with the
residue encoded in the extra bitstream can precisely recover the
SB-H base layer.

Moreover, the extra bitstream has the “additive” property.
This is different from Org SP frames where you can have either
one lower bit-rate bitstream or one higher bit-rate bitstream. The
additive property of the extra bitstream provides an “embedded”
bitstream feature which could be very useful for some scenarios.

For example, while transmitting a SB-L bitstream, if the
server decides to switch to SB-H right away, with the SF
scheme, we could just send the extra bitstream to make the
switching happen within this frame. This is in contrast to the
Org SP scheme in which we have to wait until the next frame
to send the switching bitstream to complete the switching. In
addition, when the server tries to switching up and the client
somehow loses the extra bitstream, it could just inform the
server to stay in the SB-L bitstream without being interrupted
by such a switching miss. However, with Org SP scheme, once
the switching bitstream is corrupted or not received in the
next frame, it is not possible for the client to fallback to the
original bitstream without causing errors in the received video.
Moreover, if we want to extend the SF scheme to more than
two bitstreams, say bitstreams, it only requires
extra bitstreams in order to achieve the arbitrary switching from
one bitstream to any another one while it requires
bitstreams in Org SP scheme. All these are brought by the
“additive” property of the extra bitstream.

The switching points in SB-H are SF frames instead of normal
predictive frames so as to prevent drifting errors and reduce the

size of the extra bitstream. Similar to a normal predictive frame,
the SF frame uses the previous reconstructed reference for tem-
poral prediction. Therefore, an SF frame is far better than an
I frame in terms of coding efficiency and it is very close to a
predictive (P) frame. The only difference between P frames and
SF frames is that the reconstructed image in an SF frame is quan-
tized twice. The extra bitstream is generated by first quantizing
the reconstructed images from the SF frame and the SB-L base
layer and then losslessly coding the residue between them. Nor-
mally, the size of the extra bitstream in the proposed scheme is
still similar to that of an I frame, but it is only required in the
case of switching up. The proposed SF frame coding technique
is discussed in detail in Section IV.

III. SWITCHING DOWN BETWEEN BITSTREAMS

As mentioned above, the signal encoded at the SB-L base
layer is the difference between the reconstructed SB-H base
layer image and the SB-L base layer temporal prediction. Since
the motion vectors and the quantization information are also
coded in the SB-H base layer, the decoder can surely compute
the SB-L base layer when the SB-H bitstream is being decoded.
This is the key point to achieve switching down at any frame
without having to transmit any additional bits. For the conve-
nience of discussion hereafter, a lowercase letter denotes an
image in pixel domain, and the corresponding uppercase letter
denotes an image in the discete cosine transform (DCT) do-
main. The subscripts “b” and “e” indicate the base layer and
the enhancement layer, respectively. The hat “ ” denotes re-
constructed image or DCT image.

Before a switching down is requested, the server is transmit-
ting the SB-H bitstream to the client. Thus, the reconstructed
SB-H base layer is available at both the encoder and decoder.
When channel bandwidth drops below the effective bit-rate
range of SB-H, the streaming server has to promptly switch
from SB-H to SB-L to reduce packet loss ratio and maintain
smooth playback. Considering that the network at such con-
ditions can hardly afford to transmit more overhead bits, the
proposed scheme prefers to calculate the reconstructed SB-L
base layer directly from the SB-H base layer without sending
any overhead bits, provided that the temporal prediction and
quantization parameters of the SB-L base layer are available.

The quantization parameters of the SB-L base layer can be
readily coded in the SB-H bitstream. As the quantization param-
eter (QP) is usually set in the range of in MPEG-4, the
number of overhead bits used in coding the QP at frame level
is 5 bits. When the QPs are adjusted at macroblock (MB) level,
the difference between two MB QPs, which is in the range of

, is coded with VLC. The average overhead bits should
be less than 3 MB_number. Therefore, together with the 5 bits
for coding the quantization parameter of each frame, the number
of overhead bits for QP’s is (3 MB-number) ) per frame. For
example, when video is coded in QCIF format, if the SB-H bit-
stream base layer is set to be 80 kbps at 10 fps, the percentage of
the extra bits is around Moreover, we
only use frame-level QP for the results presented in Section VI
so the overhead bits for carrying the quantization parameters are
negligible.
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Fig. 3. Proposed base layer decoder with the switching down technique.

With regard to the temporal prediction of the SB-L base layer,
it will be always calculated in the SB-H base layer decoder. For
the convenience of explaining this process, the modules out-
lined by the dashed line box in Fig. 3 illustrate the generation
of the SB-L base layer when decoding the SB-H bitstream. In
this case, while decoding the SB-H base layer, a simultaneous
“transcoding-like” process also takes place to generate the SB-L
base layer. This is the most important feature of the proposed
scheme. On the other hand, when the SB-L bitstream is the input
to the base layer decoder, the switches S2 and S3 in Fig. 3 are
off and the dashed box part is not used. In this case, the decoder
becomes a normal decoder.

When the base layer decoder starts to process the SB-H bit-
stream, it is reasonable to assume that the previous base layer
reference reconstructed from SB-L is already available and
preserved in the ref SB-L module. There are two possible cases.

1) We just switched from the SB-L bitstream in the current
frame, where the base layer reference for SB-L is
available from the SB-L bitstream decoding in the pre-
vious frame.

2) We are already decoding the SB-H bitstream, where the
SB-H decoding process described as follows guarantees a
SB-L base layer reference .

After the reconstruction of the current base layer from
SB-H, with the connection of the switches and , is
input into the additional part before decoding the next frame.
Because the same motion vectors are used in SB-L and SB-H,
the temporal prediction is obtained by performing similar
motion prediction based on the previous reference . Subse-
quently, is subtracted from to obtain the same residue
as that encoded in the SB-L base layer at the encoder. Since the
SB-L quantization parameters are already coded in the SB-H bit-
stream, the SB-L base layer residue will go through the same
process as in the SB-L base layer encoder, such as DCT, quan-
tization and inverse quantization, IDCT, and motion compen-
sation to reconstruct exactly the same base layer as that
at the SB-L base layer encoder. This process will be repeated
while SB-H is being decoded. Since the reconstructed base layer

is always available at the decoder while decoding the SB-H
bitstream, the proposed scheme can switch down freely at any
frame.

Note that in the proposed scheme, the coding efficiency of the
SB-L base layer would slightly drop if compared with an inde-

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the SF encoder.

pendently encoded SB-L base layer, since: 1) the reconstructed
image of the SB-H base layer instead of the original video is used
as the input of the SB-L base layer encoder, and the video quality
has a slight loss in the beginning and 2) the same set of motion
vectors obtained for the SB-H base layer is used to encode the
SB-L base layer, and it may not be optimized for the SB-L base
layer at a lower bit rate. Of course, the second problem can be
solved if the SB-H bitstream also carries another set of motion
vectors optimized for SB-L base layer.

IV. SWITCHING UP BETWEEN BITSTREAMS

As depicted in Fig. 2, the proposed scheme switches up from
the SB-L bitstream to the SB-H bitstream by attaching an extra
bitstream to every switching point. Since the extra bitstream
is usually generated by losslessly coding the mismatch infor-
mation, this would require to transmit a considerable amount
of overhead bits whenever a switching up is requested. To fur-
ther improve the performance of the proposed scheme, the SF
technique is discussed in this section which allows for a signif-
icant reduction on the number of the overhead bits required for
switching up.

Fig. 4 illustrates the block diagram of the SF frame encoder.
Assume that the th frame is a switching point. In normal pre-
dictive frame coding, the reconstructed image from the
SB-H base layer bitstream will be directly forwarded to the next
frame as reference. However, in order to compress the differ-
ence between and into an acceptable size
in the SF frame is transformed and quantized with the param-
eter once more. The same DCT transform and quantization
is also performed on . As a result, the size of the extra bit-
stream is greatly reduced by coding the DCT residue between
quantized and .

Obviously, plus the DCT residue encoded in the extra
bitstream can only recover the quantized . In order to
avoid the drifting errors caused by switching up, the SF frame
uses instead of as the reference for the next frame
coding. In other words, there are two paths to generate the iden-
tical , one from the SB-H bitstream and another from the
SB-L bitstream plus the extra bitstream. This feature is just what
is desired by the switching process.

A larger parameter means the smaller the size of the extra
bitstream and the lower the quality of . In fact, compared
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Fig. 5. Proposed base layer decoder with the switching up technique.

with switching through I frames and through lossless coding of
the residue, SF frames can provide a better tradeoff between the
coding efficiency of SB-H and the size of the extra bitstream
by adjusting the parameter . Different entropy-coding tech-
niques may be applied to generate the extra bitstream. For in-
stance, the proposed scheme adopts the bit-plane coding tech-
nique as in MPEG-4 FGS.

Besides the size of the extra bitstream, another main concern
in SF frame coding is the effect of the second quantization on
the coding efficiency of two scalable bitstreams. The quantiza-
tion on is only for the purpose of switching up. It does not
involve the SB-L coding, thus the SB-L bitstream still maintains
its original performance. Using as the reference will def-
initely affect the coding efficiency of SB-H to some extent. This
is decided by the parameter and the frequency of inserting SF
frames. A smaller parameter will have less influence on the
performance of the SB-H bitstream but will increase the size of
the extra bitstream. Fortunately, the SF frame usually appears at
an interval of half a second or more in most applications. Hence,
the coding efficiency loss caused by an SF frame should be a
reasonable expense for switching up.

Accordingly, the base layer decoder of the proposed scheme
for switching up is depicted in Fig. 5. The modules outlined by
a dashed line box are the unique parts to the SF frame. When the
SB-H base layer bitstream is input into the decoder, two cases
are taken into account. If the current frame is not an SF frame,
the decoder will act the same as a normal predictive decoder, that
is, the refBase module is directly updated by the reconstructed
image. If the current frame is an SF frame, the additional mod-
ules in Fig. 5 will take effect so that the reconstructed reference
is quantized again before updating the refBase module. While
a switching up takes place, the extra bitstream has to be trans-
mitted and decoded. By adding the obtained residue to the quan-
tized reference from the SB-L base layer, the quantized reference
from the SB-H base layer is exactly recovered.

In fact, both the Org SP frame [10]–[12] and the SF
frame employ similar methods for drift-free switching among
bitstreams. However, the SF frame has several advantages.
First, the SF frame only performs the second quantization on
the reconstructed reference, whereas Org SP frame needs to
quantize both the temporal prediction and the reconstructed
reference. Thus, the SF frame is simpler especially in hardware
implementation. Second, since an SF frame can output a higher

quality reconstruction reference for display before the second
quantization, it provides a better quality image for display than
an Org SP frame. The SF frame coding technique has been
proposed [22], [23] to the JVT standard, and the SF frame
concept has been extended and integrated with Org SP scheme
to form the final SP scheme in the latest JVT standard [24].

V. SEAMLESS SWITCHING ENCODER AND DECODER

WITH TWO MBPFGS BITSTREAMS

To better understand the proposed seamless switching
scheme, an example encoder and decoder are discussed in this
section. Either MPEG-4 FGS or the advanced FGS coding tech-
nologies (e.g., PFGS and RFGS) can be adopted in the proposed
scheme. In addition, one-loop MC-FGS [25] can also be applied
to the proposed scheme. But since one-loop MC-FGS suffers
from drifting errors at the base layer, the proposed scheme cannot
guarantee the drift-free switching up and down in this case. For
better coding performance, the MBPFGS [18] is chosen as the
basic scalable video codec in this paper.

In the proposed seamless switching scheme, different
decoding processes are used to decode the MBPFGS-H bit-
stream and the MBPFGS-L bitstream. The decoder for the
MBPFGS-H bitstream indeed consists of two parallel decoders,
one for the high-bit-rate reconstruction itself and the second
one for the low-bit-rate reconstruction. On the other hand,
the MBPFGS-L decoder only consists of a single decoder.
When the MBPFGS-L bitstream is being decoded, the decoder
is as same as a MBPFGS decoder if current frame is not a
switching point. When a switching up is required, an additional
quantization process with is performed on the reconstructed
reference of MBPFGS-L base layer to generate the quantized
reference for switching. Meanwhile, the extra bitstream for
switching up is decoded with BP decoder. Together with the
quantized reference, the base layer of MBPFGS-H can be
readily reconstructed. On the other hand, the decoder of the
MBPFGS-H is more complicated than a MPFGS decoder.
When the MBPFGS-H bitstream is decoded, one MBPFGS
decoder is used to decoding the MBPFGS-H bitstream itself
and an additional base layer decoding process is utilized to
generate the MBPFGS-L base layer. The decoding process is
discussed in details in the following paragraphs.

A. Proposed Seamless Switching Encoder With Two MBPFGS
Bitstreams

The proposed seamless switching encoder with two
MBPFGS bitstreams is illustrated in Fig. 6. Motion estimation
modules are omitted for simplicity. Two MBPFGS encoders
are outlined by the dashed line boxes in Fig. 6. The upper
one is denoted as MBPFGS-L because it generates a scalable
bitstream with a lower bit —ate base layer, whereas the lower
one is denoted as MBPFGS-H with a higher bit-rate base layer.
The middle part between the two MBPFGS encoders is used to
generate an extra bitstream for switching up.

The original video is first input to the MBPFGS-H encoder.
Since the same motion vectors are used in both MBPFGS en-
coders, integer motion vectors are initially estimated by refer-
encing the previous original video frame. Then, the fractional
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Fig. 6. Example encoder with two MBPFGS bitstreams.

pixel motion estimation is performed by referencing the base
layer reconstructed from MBPFGS-H to maintain its coding ef-
ficiency. As shown in Fig. 6, each MBPFGS codec owns two
different quality references because of the two-loop prediction
technique. For instance, the low-quality reference stored in
the module is reconstructed only from the base layer
bitstream, whereas the high-quality reference stored in the

module is reconstructed from the base layer bitstream
plus a part of the enhancement layer bitstream.

In MBPFGS coding, only the low-quality reference is al-
lowed to be used in the base layer prediction and reconstruction,
whereas the enhancement layer can select either the low-quality
reference or the high-quality reference for a better prediction.
When the high-quality reference is selected in the enhancement
layer coding, the reference for reconstruction may be different
from that for prediction. Because the low-quality reference is al-
ways available at both the encoder and decoder, selecting a low-
quality reference would help MBPFGS to eliminate the drifting
errors caused by the loss of the enhancement information at
lower enhancement bit rates. Three modes for coding the en-
hancement layer macroblock are defined in MBPFGS to specify
the actual references for each macroblock. The mode selec-
tion algorithm described in [18] is applied in the mode decision
module.

There are two types of predictive frames, the SF frame and
the normal predictive frame, in MBPFGS-H. The switch in
Fig. 6 is under the control of the two predictive frame types.

When the current frame is a normal predictive frame, the re-
constructed reference is directly stored into the
module. Otherwise, when the current frame is an SF frame, the

module is updated by the quantized .
MBPFGS-L obtains the motion vectors directly from

MBPFGS-H without motion estimation. According to the pro-
posed switching down technique, or stored in the

module is forwarded to the MBPFGS-L base layer
encoder as the input. Therefore, the predicted error encoded at
the MBPFGS-L base layer is

instead of

where is the original video and is the temporal predic-
tion in the MBPFGS-L base layer. However, the predicted error

is still calculated from the original video as usual

so as to maintain the coding efficiency of the enhancement layer
in MBPFGS-L.

The extra bitstream is generated only when the current frame
is an SF frame in the MBPFGS-H base layer. The encoded signal
is the difference between quantized and at the same time
instant.
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Fig. 7. Example seamless switching decoder.

B. The Proposed Seamless Switching Decoder With Two
MBPFGS Bitstreams

Fig. 7 illustrates the proposed seamless switching decoder,
where a base layer bitstream and an optional enhancement layer
bitstream are the normal inputs. In addition, the extra bitstream
is input when a switching up takes place. The decoding pro-
cesses of the base layer and the enhancement layer are outlined
by the dashed line boxes. The upper part denotes the enhance-
ment layer decoder, whereas the lower part is the base layer de-
coder.

The base layer decoder realizes the switching techniques dis-
cussed in Sections III and IV. When the MBPFGS-L bitstream
is being decoded, switches , , and are off, while switch

turns to the left to merely deliver the reconstructed base
layer reference to the refBase module. If a switching up takes
place at a certain access point, switch takes the right path
and switch is on. Meanwhile, the reference stored in ref-
Base is first copied to reference SB-L module for tracking the
SB-L base layer decoding. The reconstructed base layer refer-
ence from MBPFGS-L is quantized with the parameter . This
is added to the residue decoded from the extra bitstream which
can identically reconstruct the desired base layer reference for
decoding the MBPFGS-H bitstream.

When the MBPFGS-H bitstream is being input into the de-
coder, switches and are on so as to reconstruct the base
layer reference of MBPFGS-L. Switch is off. If the current
frame is an SF frame, switch will take the right path; other-
wise, it will take the left path. Whenever a switching down is
requested, the reference stored in the ref SB-L module is copied
to the refBase module. In the next frame, the decoder starts to
process the MBPFGS-L bitstream without drifting.

The MBPFGS-L and MBPFGS-H enhancement layer bit-
stream is decoded with the same block diagram. The Mode

VLD module decodes the coding mode of each macroblock
at the enhancement layer which is used to control the op-
erations of the switches and . In general, the bit rate
of the high-quality reference is lower than the total bit rate
of a scalable bitstream. Therefore, the enhancement layer
decoder reconstructs the high-quality reference with part of
the enhancement layer bitstream plus the base layer bitstream.
However, the entire received bitstream is used to reconstruct a
higher quality image for display.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Four different schemes, namely the proposed seamless
switch scheme, MPEG-4 FGS, MBPFGS, and switching
between nonscalable bitstreams through I frames (denoted as
I-Switch), are compared in terms of both coding efficiency and
channel bandwidth adaptation. All schemes are implemented
based on MPEG-4. The QCIF sequences News, Coastguard and
Foreman are used at 10 fps in this experiment. Except for the
switching scheme through I frames, all other coding schemes in
the experiment are coded with only one I frame at the beginning
of the bitstream, whereas the rest of the frames are coded as
P frames for better evaluating switching performance. The
TM5 rate control is used in the base layer coding. The range of
motion vectors in all schemes is limited to pixels with
half pixel accuracy.

In the proposed scheme, the bit rate of the MBPFGS-L base
layer is 32 kbps. The high-quality reference is reconstructed
at 64 kbps (base layer plus 32 kbps enhancement layer), and
the channel bandwidth covered by MBPFGS-L is from 32 to
128 kbps. The bit rate of the MBPFGS-H base layer is 80 kbps
including the overhead bits for coding the quantization param-
eters of the MBPFGS-L base layer. The high-quality reference
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Fig. 8. Coding efficiency comparisons between SF with the quantization
parameter Q = 3, and lossless residue coding without SF. Key frames for
switching up are inserted with a 10-frame interval in the MBPFGS-H base
layer.

is reconstructed at 112 kbps. The channel bandwidth range cov-
ered by the MBPFGS-H can be from 80 kbps up to the lossless
rate. However, this experiment constrains the upper bound of
the MBPFGS-H bitstream to 160 kbps.

Switching among nonscalable bitstreams is extensively used
in many commercial streaming video systems. In this experi-
ment, two MPEG-4 nonscalable bitstreams are generated with
the same conditions as in the MBPFGS-L and MBPFGS-H base
layers. However, an I frame is inserted at every 1-s interval for
reducing the delay of switching between nonscalable bitstreams.
In the single MPEG-4 FGS and MBPFGS schemes, the base
layer bit rate is equal to that in MBPFGS-L for achieving the
same lower bound on channel bandwidth. The higher quality
reference in the single MBPFGS bitstream is reconstructed from
several lower bit planes so that the total bit rate is initially more
than 40 kbps.

The advantages and disadvantages of SF frames are first eval-
uated in the proposed scheme. Access points for switching up
are inserted with 1s interval in the MBPFGS-H base layer. The
negative effects of the SF frame on the coding efficiency are de-
picted in Fig. 8. The SF curve is obtained by inserting SF frames
with the quantization parameter for all sequences. In
the lossless case, the switching points are the normal predic-
tive frames without the additional SF quantization. The experi-
mental results show that the two PSNR curves are very close and

TABLE I
AVERAGE NUMBER OF BITS FOR EACH FRAME IN THE EXTRA BITSTREAM

the average PSNR loss caused by SF frames is below 0.1 dB.
The average extra frame size listed in Table I is the average
number of extra bits needed for each switching up. Compared
with the lossless method, the SF frames can save up to 80% bits
for switching up. In addition, the coding efficiency of the Org
SP frame, SF frame, and I frame at the same baseline codec (i.e.,
JVT H.26L codec) have been evaluated in the JVT standard [11],
[22]. The SF frame provides better coding efficiency.

The coding efficiency of these four schemes is compared
in Fig. 9 using the curves of average PSNR versus bit rate.
This is the static performance when no switching takes place.
Switching between nonscalable bitstreams using I frames only
provides two different quality levels, whereas the other three
schemes can flexibly and precisely adapt to channel bandwidth
variations and provide a smooth visual quality. Compared with
the single MPEG-4 FGS and the single MBPFGS bitstream
schemes, our proposed scheme can be up to 3.0 and 2.0 dB better
at high bit rates, respectively.

As we mentioned before, since the same set of motion vectors
obtained for the high bit-rate bitstream is used to encode the
low bit-rate video in the proposed scheme, the coding efficiency
of the low bit-rate bitstream is going to drop. Moreover, the
reconstructed image of MBPFGS-H is used as the input video
of the MBPFGS-L base layer encoder. It will also affect the
coding performance of MBPFGS-L. As shown in Fig. 9, the
coding efficiency of the MBPFGS-L loses on an average of 0.5
dB compared with the single MPFGS method with both base
layers at bit-rate 32 kbps.

A dynamic channel is specified to verify the performance of
the four different schemes in terms of bandwidth adaptation.
The bit rate periodically switches from 72 to 152 kbps. For se-
quences News and Coastguard, each cycle starts at 72 kbps for
1 s and then switches to 152 kbps for 3 s. For the Foreman se-
quence, each cycle starts at 72 kbps for 2 s and then switches to
152 kbps for 3 s. The overhead bits for switching up are included
in this simulation. The PSNR versus frame number curves are
shown in Fig. 10. The proposed scheme switches up 3 times
and switches down two times in order to adapt to the channel
bandwidth variations. Apparently, the proposed scheme with the
switching up and down techniques can always achieve the best
performance among the four evaluated schemes at both low and
high bit rates.

We note that from Table I the average frame size in the extra
bitstream for switching up is quite large. Therefore, frequently
switching ups and downs will definitely lower the efficiency of
such a seamless switching scheme. For example, if for every
second, the scalable bitstreams switch up and down once, the
extra bitstream for switching up will cost 30–40 kbps band-
width on average. This will bring a significant performance hit
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Fig. 9. Average PSNR versus bit-rate curves of four different schemes. The channel bandwidth varies from 32 to 144 kbps. A different bitstream is used for bit
rates over 80 kbps in the I-Switch and SF schemes.

to the proposed approach. It could make the proposed scheme
less efficient than just staying with the lower rate scalable bit-
stream. Fortunately, in practice, the streaming server has the
ability to decide when to switch the bitstreams. An intelligent
server should be able to consider the cost of such a switching and
try to minimize the switching as much as possible. For example,
if it detects that the channel is not stable enough with frequent
bandwidth increases and drops, it might decide to just stay in the
low rate scalable bitstream instead of switching up. Only if the
channel bandwidth is steadily high for a cons-bit-rate scalable
bitstream to avoid the excess overhead switching bitstream.

Although, for simplicity, this paper only discusses and evalu-
ates the proposed switching scheme with only two scalable bit-
streams, the proposed scheme can be extended to the case with
multiple scalable bitstreams. In this case, the bitstreams can still
switch from any one to another one same as with Org SP frame.
For switching down, we keep all the lower bit-rate references

(with increased complexity) during decoding a higher bit-rate
bitstream. For switching up, we need only to transmit all the
extra difference bitstreams between the current bitstream and
the one we need to switch to, though according to the TCP-
friendly protocol, switching up is a gradual process, and in most
cases it is just one bitstream up at a time. One requirement here
is that the must be the same in generating all the extra bit-
streams. As a minor advantage to some complexity-tolerable ap-
plications, in the SF frame case we only need extra bit-
streams to accomplish the above arbitrary switching, whereas
in the Org SP frame case, we would need extra bit-
streams to achieve arbitrarily switching from one bitstream to
another.

The major drawback of the proposed scheme is the high
complexity. The complexity of the proposed scheme is much
higher than a standard MPEG-4 decoder. When the lowest
bit-rate bitstream is being decoded, the complexity is as same as
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Fig. 10. PSNR versus frame number curves of four different schemes when channel bandwidth varies periodically between 72 and 152 kbps. For sequences News
and Coastguard, each cycle starts at 72 kbps for 1 s and then switches to 152 kbps for 3 s. For the Foreman sequence, each cycle starts at 72 kbps for 2 s and then
switches to 152 kbps for 3 s. The overhead bits for switching up are included in this simulation.

the PFGS decoder. However, when the high bit-rate bitstream
is decoded, an additional set of DCT, IDCT, quantization,
inverse quantization, and motion compensation modules are
required as shown in Fig. 7. We have performed profiling of
the cost of each module. As a rule of thumb, the PFGS decoder
is about twice as complex as the nonscalable decoder (a
standard MPEG-4 decoder) and the complexity of the proposed
decoder increases in the order of a standard MPEG-4 decoder.
Therefore, the complexity of the proposed decoder in decoding
the high-bit-rate scalable bitstream is about three times of that
of a standard MPEG-4 decoder. More, when additional higher
bit-rate bitstreams are added, we need an extra set of DCT,
IDCT, quantization, inverse quantization, and motion compen-
sation modules for each additional bitstream, which is roughly
the complexity of an extra MPEG-4 decoder. Therefore, the

more the bitstreams that are supported, the more complex the
decoder is if we want to decode the highest bit-rate bitstream.
Besides the complexity, the large size of the overhead bits
inside the highest bit-rate bitstream is another problem that
the proposed scheme has to get over when supporting multiple
bitstreams. Two bitstreams can provide good-quality service in
most applications.

While the complexity may be very high in the proposed de-
coder, it also provides complexity scalability so as to be used
on low-end and power-constrained video terminals. It can scale
from the low bit-rate base layer decoding to low bit-rate scal-
able stream decoding, to high bit-rate base layer decoding to
high-rate scalable bitstream decoding. This could be very useful
to the power-constrained terminals. For such devices, device
power status and network bandwidth can be jointly considered
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to achieve optimal performance. The proposed scheme enables
such a capability. When only the lowest bit-rate base layer bit-
stream is decoded in the terminal, the complexity of the pro-
posed scheme is the same as a standard MPEG-4 decoder.

Besides the modules for generating the extra bitstream for
switching up shown in Fig. 6, the encoder complexity increase
for the proposed scheme is minimal. Of course, for each scalable
bitstream, a scalable encoder has to be in place. This is different
from the decoder, where the decoding of the enhancement layer
bitstreams from different scalable bitstreams can share the same
enhancement decoder.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a seamless switching scheme among
scalable video bitstreams by fully taking advantage of both
the high coding efficiency of nonscalable bitstreams and the
flexibility of scalable bitstreams. In response to the different
requirements on bitstream switching, two techniques are
proposed in this paper for switching up and switching down,
respectively. In a wide range of bit rates, the proposed scheme
can improve coding efficiency up to 3.0 and 2.0 dB compared
with MPEG-4 FGS and other advanced FGS technologies,
respectively. Moreover, the proposed scheme allows switching
down at any frame without having to transmit any additional
bits, thus saving bandwidth when it is most needed. Further-
more, the proposed SF frame technique greatly reduces the
overhead bits for switching up. The size of the extra bitstream is
only about 20% of that when the difference is coded losslessly,
while there is only about 0.1-dB coding efficiency loss on
average. Dynamic tests under bandwidth fluctuations also show
that the efficiency of proposed scheme is better than other
schemes.

In addition, the proposed drift-free switching techniques only
operate on the base layers of the scalable bitstreams. It can be
also applied for switching among nonscalable bitstreams. How-
ever, since each scalable bitstream can cover a certain bit-rate
range, the proposed switching scheme is most effective if ap-
plied in scalable bitstreams to cover broader bit-rate range effi-
ciently.

Although we use two scalable bitstreams in our example en-
coder and decoder, the proposed scheme can be readily extended
to support more scalable bitstreams with increased complexity.

The major drawback of the proposed approach is the high
complexity. The proposed decoder to decode a high bit-rate scal-
able bitstream is about three times as complex as a standard
MPEG-4 decoder. However, the complexity scalable feature of
the proposed scheme on the other hand gives different devices
the option to choose different levels of service according to their
capabilities.
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